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Abbreviations: HPI, Health Protected Information

Introduction
Since the pager was introduced to medicine in the twentieth 

century, it has been the primary means of communication between 
physicians and other medical personnel.1 Early pagers were simple 
1-way devices capable of receiving a numeric message or telephone 
number, which was then dialed from a landline telephone. The 
subsequent development of the alphanumeric pager allowed health 
care providers to triage messages for urgency and proper response. 
Currently available pagers are capable of 2-way communication 
(embedded keyboards), or users can send and receive messages via 
the Internet.2,3 Technologic advances in the mobile device industry 
have been swift and widely dispersed since the first mobile telephone 
call was made on April 3, 1973.4 As of October 2014, 90% of US 
adults own a cellular telephone and 64% own a smartphone.5

Physicians have continued to use pagers, despite the availability of 
cellular telephones, for various reasons: inadequate cellular reception, 
concerns regarding interference with medical equipment, necessity 
of rapid alerts during emergency situations, and, more recently, fears 
about digital security. Despite these concerns, some hospitals are 
starting to use smartphone-based technology for communication.6,7

The literature on physician communication preferences in this era 
of advanced technology has primarily focused on communication 
between patients and physicians or nonphysician staff. The data on 
physician-to-physician or physician-to-trainee communication in 

the post-smartphone era are limited and mostly describe urgent or 
emergent information transfers.8-10 Smartphone use for emails and text 
messaging has been shown to improve efficiency of internal medicine 
residents completing work-related tasks but also has highlighted 
challenges (e.g. discordant perceptions of urgency).11 A survey of 
pediatric hospitalists showed that 91% of their responders used a 
smartphone, and more than half sent and received work-related text 
messages. However, the cohort was small (n=97), primarily female 
(73%), and in practice fewer than 10 years (67%).12 Naeger et al.13 
presented a pilot study in which residents in radiology and neurology 
were provided hospital-based cellular telephones to communicate 
during their shifts.13 They observed no significant increase in 
satisfaction with communication, and numerous residents continued 
to prefer the traditional pager device. Finally, Lo et al.14 reported that 
internal medicine clinicians preferred text messaging and emails for 
nonurgent information and telephone-based pager communication for 
urgent situations.14

Our objective was to survey a multidisciplinary cohort of 
clinical physicians at a large, tertiary care facility to evaluate their 
communication preferences for non−health protected information 
(non-HPI) that is clinically relevant but not urgent.

Methods
This study was approved by the Mayo Clinic Institutional Review 

Board. Staff physicians were identified by the Department of Human 
Resources, and we immediately excluded those with nonclinical 
faculty positions. An electronic survey was distributed via email to 
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Abstract

Purpose of the study: The primary communication method between physicians has 
been the pager. Data on physician communication in the post-smartphone era have been 
limited to urgent information transfers. We aimed to evaluate communication preferences 
of a cohort of physicians for receiving non−health protected information (non-HPI) that is 
clinically relevant but not urgent.

Methods: A survey was distributed to staff physicians at a large, academic multispecialty 
center. Demographic information included age, gender, and specialty classification. 
The preferred method of communication of non-HPI, nonurgent, but clinically relevant 
information was elicited for multiple scenarios: 1) in the hospital, 2) on call, and 3) not on 
call. Response options included traditional page, text page, text message to a cellular phone, 
email, direct call, not applicable, and other.

Results: The survey was sent to 1,860 physicians and 1,030 (55%) responded who 
participated in clinical care; 727 (71%) were in a medical specialty, 676 (66%) were male, 
and ages were evenly distributed. The majority of respondents (72%) preferred a text page 
when in the hospital or on call (43%); email was preferred when not on call (28%). We 
saw no difference in preferred method of communication during clinical duties or on call 
when stratifying by specialty, gender, or age. Direct calls were preferred while not on call 
in surgical subspecialties, males, and aged 30-34, 45-49, and 60-74 years.

Conclusion: Although some hospital systems are moving toward smartphone-based 
communication, the preference for receiving nonurgent clinical information was text page, 
despite stratification by specialty, gender, and age.
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all clinical staff physicians. The surveys were distributed and data 
were collected and analyzed using the Qualtrics software system. The 
survey consisted of 7 questions and took approximately 2 minutes to 
complete. Responses were voluntary, but 3 reminder emails were sent 
to nonresponders in 1- to 2-week increments.

The initial question on the survey asked, “Do you participate in 
clinical care as faculty/staff at Mayo Clinic?” If the response was “no,” 
the survey concluded and the participant was excluded from analysis. 
Demographic information was collected, including age, gender, and 
classification of the respondent’s practice as primarily a medical or 
surgical specialty. The remainder of the survey asked about preferred 
methods of communication of non−health protected, nonurgent, 
but clinically relevant information in various scenarios (Appendix) 
(Figure 1).

Results
We analyzed responses from 1,030 physicians who completed the 

survey and participate in patient care. A flowchart summarizing the 
number of respondents included and excluded is shown in the Figure. 
Nearly 66% of the participants (n=676) identified themselves as male. 
Seventy-one percent (n=727) identified their practice as primarily a 
medical specialty. Ages were relatively evenly distributed (in 5-year 
increments) from 30 through 69 years old.

A majority of respondents (n=741 [72%]) preferred a message 
by alphanumeric text page when they were in the hospital or clinic 
performing clinical or on-call duties. A total of 102 physicians (10%) 
preferred to receive a text message to their cellular phone in this 
scenario. The survey elicited first- and second-choice preferences 
for providing on-call services while out of the hospital. The most 
common preferred methods were text page (n=444 [43%]) and text 
message to their cellular device (n=188 [18%]). The most common 
second choice was text message to their cellular phone (n=254 [25%]) 
and text page (n=204 [20%]). We also requested the 2 most preferred 
means of receiving information when not in the hospital or clinic and 
also not on call. Many preferred an email (n=290 [28%]), although a 
similar number preferred a direct telephone call (n=247 [24%]). The 
most common second choices were text message to a cellular device 
(n=227 [22%]) and a direct telephone call (n=226 [22.0%]).

We did not identify any differences in preferred method of 
communication during clinical duties or while on call when 
respondents were stratified by medical vs surgical specialty, gender, 
or age. However, when out of the hospital and not on call, those in 
surgical specialties, males, and those aged 30 to 34, 45 to 49, and 60 
to 74 years preferred to be called directly.

Discussion
Research in the area of communication among health care workers 

has focused on urgent or emergent information; near misses or medical 
errors; communication between trainees, nonphysician staff, and 
patients; and communication while in the hospital. Our survey elicited 
communication preferences for clinically relevant but nonurgent non-
HPI from a multidisciplinary cohort of clinical physicians at a large, 
tertiary care facility.

Although smartphone technology use in health care is increasing 
and some hospital systems are moving toward a smartphone-based 
communication system, our study shows that text pages were still the 
preferred method for receiving clinically relevant but nonurgent or 
emergent information (in and out of the hospital or clinic, 72% and 

43%, respectively). This preference persisted despite stratification by 
specialty, gender, and age.

Pager preference may be an artifact of tradition, but we nevertheless 
were somewhat surprised by these findings, as we had expected 
younger clinicians to prefer cellular phone−based communication. 
Faculty physicians in our survey preferred to receive communication 
via email (28%) when outside of the hospital and not on call; however, 
interestingly, the surgical subspecialties, males, and physicians aged 
30 to 34, 45 to 49, and 60 to 74 years old preferred to be called directly 
in this situation. The authors do not have a reasonable explanation for 
this difference in preference between 2 very different methods.

Our study had numerous strengths. We had a large sample size, 
and more than 1,800 multidisciplinary faculty clinicians received 
the email-based survey. Although Flanigan et al.15 reported that 
physicians often have a lower response rate to surveys than the general 
population, we had a 58% response rate (1,081 respondents). Our 
survey was developed with a goal of maximizing the response rate. 
Short surveys have a higher response rate; therefore, we generated a 
7-question survey that took less than 2 minutes to complete.15 Surveys 
with closed-ended questions have a 22% higher response rate than 
those with open-ended questions, so we used the closed format.16 
Furthermore, numerous benefits of web-based surveys vs postal 
mail−based surveys have been reported, including improvement 
in response rates, fewer incomplete answers, and shorter response 
times.15,17 Additionally, 3 email reminders were sent to nonresponders, 
as recommended by Barclay et al.18 Finally, the population surveyed 
was multidisciplinary in specialty and encompassed a large age range. 
Our study avoided sampling error because we used a single institution 
that provides an email address, wireless Internet access, access to 
email, and a single internal survey center.19 A potential limitation 
of our study is nonresponse bias, the potential of nonresponders 
to somehow differ significantly from those who did respond to our 
survey and thus influence the results.20 Our single institution−based 
survey diminishes this potential bias, however, because our subjects 
were in similar environments and had similar access for participation. 
Because participants were from a single institution, however, our 
findings may not be generalizable to other medical institutions.

Conclusion
Results from this survey may represent the traditional culture of 

communication that has been prevalent at our institution. However, 
the options for communicating nonurgent, non-HPI information 
via numerous modalities is accepted and used by physicians at our 
facility. Future research may be warranted to optimize satisfaction 
with communication and could involve a randomized trial comparing 
different modes of communication of nonurgent, non-HPI information 
in various clinical situations.
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